Keep ‘em Coming! Creative Suggestions from Creative Customers…

HANG LOOSE – pictures, mirrors, and all wall décor can be hung directly into Hourwall. Make sure to follow
normal hanging instructions. If the item is heavy, you should ensure the screw(s) are long enough to go
through the Hourwall and into a stud.

barnWOOD


RUSTY OL’ NAIL
o Use nails of different sizes, old nails, bent nails, rusty nails.
o Leave some nails out slightly, while hammering others very deep.
o Create rusty nails using water and the elements.
o Hammer nails in and then hammer at an angle to create bent nail look.



SIZE MATTERS
o Vary the width of the boards by ripping (cutting) at random sizes prior to install. This creates a more
salvaged and custom look. Better to do this with the thinnest planks in the box (3/4”) so that you don’t
have to paint the edges.
o Vary the length of the boards by cutting them randomly. Sometimes the 48” consistent look is the right
one, and sometimes random lengths add an extra punch.



COLOR ME BAD
o If the color is close, but slightly off what you need, you can make the necessary changes using regular
paints (acrylic latex). Highlights can be added with a short brush, sponge, or airless sprayer.



COMBO #9
o Combining pieces from different colors of barnWOOD can create the right custom wall color you’re
looking for. ie. Random Blend has ¼ Random Red, ¼ Aged Elm, and ½ Weathered Grey.
ie. If you want more Weathered Grey on your Random Blend custom wall, or you want to even out the
ratio of colors in the Random Blend, you have the option to mix and match with some full boxes of the
Weathered Grey and Random Red panels.



DESIGNER FRAMES
o Use leftover pieces to create picture frames.
o Paint wall with chalkboard paint and then frame with barnWOOD.
o Use barnWOOD to case a door or window and add some funk to a room.
o Create a custom frame around ANYTHING hanging on your walls. Animal heads, hooks, etc.



VANITY FOR YOUR VANITY
o Glue barnWOOD around a bathroom mirror to create some warmth or contrast to your room.



BANG YOUR HEAD
o Use barnWOOD planks installed directly on your bedroom wall to create a custom headboard.



HANG JACKET / JEWELRY HERE
o Install hooks, old doorknobs, railway spikes, horseshoes, etc. onto a barnWOOD plank. If hung items will
be heavy, you should ensure the screw(s) are long enough to go through the Hourwall and into a stud.



LEFTOVERS YOU’LL LOVE
o Using a white sharpie, paint, or chalk, create a custom sign using extra pieces of barnWOOD
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urbanCONCRETE


50 SHADES OF GREY
o If the shade is slightly lighter or darker than what you want for you walls, a light application of paint
(acrylic latex and water) can be used on a rag and rubbed over the panel(s). WARNING: it will be difficult
to match the exact factory finish, but hey… concrete is random by nature.
o The darker paint in the matching Hourwall Paint Kit can be used to paint the inside of the 4 face circles on
the panel, giving a more realistic recessed look to the concrete panel.



RAGS TO RICHES
o A rag or cloth can also be used to rub the face of the panels very hard and reduce the ‘washed’ look that
comes standard on all urbanCONCRETE panels. Again… concrete is random by nature so it’s a personal
preference of how you want your custom wall to look… so anything goes.

classicBRICK


RECLAIM YOUR WALLS
o The ‘reclaimed’ look (similar to our Reclaimed Red) can be achieved with any of the classicBRICK colors.
Simply wipe acrylic latex (watered down to desired consistency) across the face of the brick using a short
brush or metal scraper.



BRICK REINVENTED
o Using your extra cut pieces, cut around individual bricks using a drywall saw to make useful pieces.
 Picture frames.
 Paint wall with chalkboard paint and then frame with bricks.
 Use bricks to case a door or window and add some funk to a room.
 Create a custom frame around ANYTHING hanging on your walls. Animal heads, hooks, etc.



ALL SIGNS POINT TO…
o Using a sharpie, paint, or chalk, create a custom sign using extra pieces of classicBRICK

For more information, please visit our website or contact us:
www.hourwall.com
Toll Free at 1-877-477-4373
Email at info@hourwall.com
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